Reasons to Donate

➢ Get CRA Tax Receipt
➢ Get Reward from our Creator,
God, the Al-Mighty
➢ Change a Life by Giving in
Education
The Messenger of Allah ( )ﷺsaid, "When
a man dies, his deeds come to an end
except for three things: Sadaqah Jariyah
(ceaseless charity); a knowledge which is
beneficial, or a virtuous descendant who
prays for him (for the deceased)."

Contact

CBET

Email: info@cbet.ca
Phone: 613-322-2909 or 613-834-8473
Website: www.cbet.ca
CRA Registered #: 80114 6101 RR0001

Canada Bangladesh
Education Trust

365 Stoneway Dr Ottawa, ON K2G 6G8

Change a life by giving in
education

Our Mission

enough to continue their education due
to financial struggle.
By aiding them financially, we
strive to help them establish themselves
in society and be able to contribute to
the country with their earned skills and
knowledge.

About CBET
Daily hardship and financial
struggle are a constant reality for
millions of students in Bangladesh.
Guiding these students away from a life
of poverty, destitution, violence and
other means of acquiring a living can be
achieved simply by investing in their
education.
CBET is a registered Charity
organization with Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA) that supports financially
challenged students in Bangladesh and
Canada with sound academic records, to
help improve their socio-economic
status.
CBET strives to give scholarships
to College students in all the 450 subdistricts in Bangladesh and colleges in
Canada.
We aim to make a difference in
the lives of those who are not fortunate

CBET was established as a
registered non-profit organization in
August 2012 by the Bangladeshi
Canadian community living in the
Ottawa-Gatineau area.
On January 1, 2014, CBET became
a registered Canadian charity organization, and is the only Bangladeshi
Canadian registered charity devoted to
work in education.
Its objective is to advance
education by providing publicly available
scholarships and educational tools to
post-secondary students and educational institutes in Bangladesh and Canada.
CBET awards scholarship via a
scholarship committee in each education
institute and also holds an award
ceremony and sends a report by
scholarship committee of each selected
educational institute to CBET Ottawa.

Statistics
Year

2016
2017

Scholarships
awarded
(Bangladesh)*
10,000 BDT X 136
5,000 BDT X 24
10,000 BDT X 243

*BDT means Bangladesh Taka

In 2016, CBET awarded 136
scholarships of 10,000 BDT each and 24
of 5,000 BDT each for a total of 1,240,000
BDT. In 2017, we awarded 243 of 10,000
BDT each for a total of 2,430,000 BDT.
We aim to award another 250-300
scholarships in 2018.

How You Can Help
Education is the most powerful
tool that empowers people. It helps
break the cycle of poverty, ignorance and
inequality. CBET wants to be part of the
journey to break this cycle. We request
you to be part of this noble journey by
making education more accessible for
financially challenged students.
Please sponsor one scholarship
by donating $200 online by MC Visa or
PayPal at www.CBET.ca as Zakat, Sadaqa,
or from your earnings.

